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a b s t r a c t
Charge transport is comparatively studied in the bulk and at the interface of disordered fullerene ﬁlms fabricated using physical vapour deposition. Charge carrier concentration and
temperature dependent electron mobilities are comparatively studied using charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) technique and organic ﬁeld-effect transistors
(OFET) measurements. Electron mobility is at least two orders of magnitude higher than
hole mobility in the fullerene ﬁlms. Lower mobility values and stronger concentration
dependence in diodes is observed. Carrier concentration dependent activation energy is
experimentally measured in both types of devices. Larger activation energy for electron
transport is required at lower carrier concentrations. Meyer–Neldel rule (MNR) for electron
mobility is observed in both the bulk of the fullerene ﬁlms and in the transistor channel at
the interface. Meyer–Neldel energy (EMN = 35 meV), which is interpreted as disorder
parameter, is the same in both device geometries, which suggest that the level of disorder
and energetical landscape for charge transport is similar in the bulk of fullerene ﬁlms and
at the interface with the insulator. Disorder formalism is used to qualitatively explain that
either carrier concentration or the nature of non-equilibrium charge carrier transport in
CELIV compared to steady-state OFET measurements is responsible for observed transport
properties.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The charge carrier transport mechanisms are fundamentally important for understanding the electronic phenomena in organic semiconductor devices. In general,
charge carrier transport is dependent on the material
structure and nanoscale order in the ﬁlm [1]. One of the
advantages of organic electronic devices is their solution
processability, which results in disordered ﬁlm structures.
The absence of translational symmetry with a threedimensional periodic lattice in disordered ﬁlms results in
a random distribution of potential wells yielding a distribution of localized density of states (DOS). Hopping type
of charge transport leads to a lower carrier mobility
compared to crystalline inorganic semiconductors. Charge
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carrier transport studies in disordered organic semiconductors are challenging due to low charge carrier mobility
(<1 cm2 V1 s1) (limits the applicability of Hall effect), a
signiﬁcant amount of thermally generated carriers (limits
the applicability of time-of-ﬂight – TOF), pronounced trapping, dispersive transport, non-Ohmic contacts (limits the
applicability of space charge limited current – SCLC) makes
the standard measurement methods difﬁcult to apply
[2–7].
Various physical processes, including charge carrier
transport in disordered media, are thermally activated
and follow the Arrhenius exponential law of the form [8]:



l ¼ l0 exp 


EA
;
kT

ð1Þ

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, l0
is the prefactor and EA is the activation energy. Meyer and
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Neldel ﬁrst observed the exponential dependence of the
prefactor l0 on the activation energy EA:

l0 ¼ lMN exp




EA
;
kT MN

ð2Þ

where lMN is the Meyer–Neldel mobility and kTMN = EMN is
the Meyer–Neldel energy. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1)
leads to the consequence that there exist an isokinetic
temperature T = TMN, where the charge carrier mobility becomes independent on activation energy EA. In a plot of
ln(l) versus the inverse temperature (Arrhenius plot), the
lines of different Arrhenius dependencies should show
one common intersection at TMN. Charge carrier concentration is a parameter which changes the activation energy in
MNR. During the transport, the charge carriers become detrapped by being excited from localized states to extended
states (or to the states with higher energies where density
of states is higher if delocalized states do not exist) by
acquiring thermal energy (Arrhenius type behaviour) [9].
Carrier concentrations determines the occupation of DOS
as well as the activation energy required for carriers to acquire in order to be promoted to states with higher mobility. Therefore, higher carrier mobility is expected at high
concentrations.
The Meyer–Neldel rule (MNR) was observed in charge
carrier mobility of fullerenes [10], porous and amorphous
silicon [11], microcrystalline silicon ﬁlms [12], ionic conductivity [13] glassy materials [14] organic materials [15]
in various devices such as charge-coupled devices [16], liquid semiconductors [17] and thin-ﬁlm transistors [18].
Meyer–Neldel temperature was even attributed as a ﬁgure-of-merit for the quality of materials used in ﬁeld-effect
transistors [19]. Even though a number of theoretical models were proposed to explain the origin of MNR, none of
them is universally accepted. One common explanation is
based on the Fermi level shift with temperature [20]. Others suggest that MNR arises for processes for which the total energy is provided by multiple excitations [21,22]. It
was also shown that multiple processes coexisting at the
same time also lead to the MNR [23]. Theoretical studies
by Fishchuk et al., proposed this Meyer–Neldel energy
kTMN to be directly proportional to the width of the DOS
in the disordered energy band [24].
Usually electric current, conductivity, diffusion and
other physical parameters are used to determine the presence of MNR. In order to clearly understand the mechanisms of MNR it is important to demonstrate the MNR in
fundamental quantities such as charge carrier mobility.
Other quantities might depend on non-transport parameters, for instance material conductivity or total current
are dependent on both charge carrier mobility and density
which hinders the interpretation of experimental results.
In order to understand and be able to develop device
independent unifying models of charge transport it is
important to study transport in various device conﬁgurations. A number of studies have comparatively studied
the charge transport using TOF and OFETs is the past
[25–28]. The charge carrier mobility as a function of carrier
concentration and temperature is comparatively studied in
the bulk of fullerene (C60) diodes and at the interface with

gate insulators in OFETs. Usually a large discrepancy between the bulk and the interface mobility values is observed, which is attributed to the difference in charge
carrier concentrations and to the difference of the DOS at
the interface and in the volume of the ﬁlm [29,30].
Due to the possibility to experimentally vary carrier
concentration and temperature, charge extraction with linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) technique and organic
ﬁeld effect transistor (OFET) measurements are advantageous for studying the charge carrier transport, whereas
carrier concentration cannot be varied in classical timeof-ﬂight technique. However, non-equilibrium transport
of photogenerated charge carriers is studied using CELIV,
whereas steady-state transport is measured in OFETs.
Photogenerated carriers lose their excess energy during
thermalization processes (downward jumps in energy
scale) and their mobility decreases with time after photogeneration resulting in a time-dependent dispersive transport [31]. Therefore, when comparing photogenerated with
steady-state transport this has to be taken into account.
In this work the charge carrier mobility as a function of
carrier concentration and temperature is studied in fullerene (C60) diodes and OFETs. Comparative studies of charge
transport in the bulk of the ﬁlm and at the interface of fullerene and dielectric are reported using CELIV as well as
OFET techniques. MNR parameters have been used to
determine the quality of the ﬁlms and the degree of disorder [19]. Activation energy of electron transport is experimentally measured as a function of carrier concentration.
2. Experimental
The schematic structures of the devices studied here are
shown in Fig. 1. Diodes are made of sandwich type geometry, where the semiconducting ﬁlm is placed between
aluminum and PEDOT covered ITO electrodes. OFETs are
planar contacted structures where charge carrier transport
proceeds between the source and drain electrodes within
the channel at the interface of the semiconductor and
insulator.
2.1. Charge carrier mobility measurements by charge
extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV)
CELIV allows the charge carrier mobility and concentration to be measured from current transients directly and
independently. Moreover, time, density, electric ﬁeld and
temperature dependent charge carrier mobility can be
studied in the ﬁlms with rather dispersive charge transport, where other methods (e.g. time-of-ﬂight) are inapplicable due to required experimental conditions [2]. It was
shown in the past that the charge carrier mobility measured from CELIV is in good agreement with values measured by TOF [32]. Schematic time dependence of the
applied triangle rising voltage pulse and current transient
response is shown in Fig. 2.
A linearly increasing voltage pulse with the slope
A = Umax/tpulse, here Umax is the maximum voltage of triangle pulse and tpulse is the pulse duration) is applied to the
sample to extract the equilibrium charge carriers. The
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of diodes (a) for CELIV and organic ﬁeld effect transistor (b) for OFET structures used to comparatively study the charge carrier
transport in the bulk of the C60 ﬁlm (between Al and ITO/PEDOT contacts) and at the interface of fullerene with the gate insulator (between LiF/Al contacts
but at the C60/insulator (BCB) interface).
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Fig. 2. Schematic charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) current transients (a) and organic ﬁeld effect transistor (FET) output and transfer
curves (b) used to experimentally measure the charge carrier mobility. The charge carrier mobility was studied as a function of the following parameters:
temperature, time tdel from CELIV, electric ﬁeld (by changing the rising slope of triangle voltage pulse in CELIV and drain-source voltage VDS in OFET), charge
carrier concentration (by changing tdel and measuring extracted charge Qextracted in CELIV and changing VG in OFET).

charge carriers inside the ﬁlm can also be photogenerated
by a light pulse (sometimes called photo-CELIV technique,
herein referred also as CELIV). Then, the photogenerated
charge carriers are extracted by the linearly increasing
voltage pulse after some delay time tdel. At the beginning
of the CELIV current transient a capacitive current step
j(0) is seen (Fig. 2a). The following current increase Dj is related to the extraction current caused by the charge carriers transported in the ﬁlm. The current continues to
increase as the voltage increases until the charge carriers
are extracted from the ﬁlm and the current drops down
to the capacitive step level. In practice, if the duration of
the applied triangle voltage pulse tpulse is not long enough,
then there might be some carriers left in the ﬁlm and the
extraction current will end at a higher level than the

capacitive step. The charge carrier mobility is estimated
from the extraction maximum [33]:
2

l¼K

d

At 2max

;

ð3Þ

where d is the ﬁlm thickness, K = 2/3 for volume (ad  1,
where a is light absorption coefﬁcient from Beer–Lambert’s law) and K = 2 for surface photogeneration (ad  1).
The charge carrier concentration (n = Qextracted/e/V,
where Qextracted is the extracted charge, e the elementary
charge and V is the volume) is estimated from the integrated extraction photocurrent transient with respect to
time. By changing the delay time (tdel) between the laser
pulse and applied voltage pulse, or by changing the laser
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intensity, the charge carrier mobility was measured as a
function of time and concentration [34]. Since the electrical ﬁeld in CELIV experiments is not a constant value but
it is ramping with time, the ﬁeld at which the charge carrier mobility is measured is estimated from Atmax/d (electric ﬁeld at maximum extraction point tmax), since
majority of carriers are extracted at this ﬁeld.
Thick fullerene ﬁlms (1–10 lm, in order to ensure surface photogeneration) were grown on ITO/glass substrates
using physical vapor deposition [35]. Semitransparent,
30 nm thick aluminum electrode was vacuum deposited
on top of the fullerene ﬁlms. CELIV could only be measured
down to 240 K in due to a phase transition and a peel off of
the studied ﬁlms. In both, CELIV and OFET experiments, the
charge carrier mobility and its temperature dependencies
were measured in a cryostat under vacuum (106 mbar).
The measurements were conducted with a temperature
step of 10 K, with a time delay of 1 h so that device got
thermally stabilized. Studied devices were loaded in the
Oxford cryostat under N2 atmosphere inside the glove
box to avoid exposure to ambient condition.
2.2. Charge carrier mobility measurements by organic ﬁeld
effect transistor (OFET)
Fig. 2 shows typical output characteristics of a FET device at different gate voltages and the corresponding transfer characteristics in the linear regime (VG  VDS, where VG
and VDS are the gate and drain-source voltages correspondingly). In linear regime, the applied gate ﬁeld is much larger than the in-plane drift ﬁeld, which results in an
approximately uniform density of charge carriers in the active channel. At these conditions source-drain current ID
increases linearly with VG and is approximately described
by the following equation:

ID jV DS V G ¼

W
l C i V DS ðV G  V th Þ
L

ð4Þ

where L is the channel length, W is the channel width, Ci is
the capacitance per unit area of the insulating layer, Vth is
the threshold voltage.
By plotting ID versus VG at low VDS and evaluating the
slope of this plot, the carrier mobility l can be calculated
using Eq. (4). Similarly, mobility can also be determined
in the saturation regime (VDS P VG), but due to pinch off
in the channel, the mobility calculated in the saturated regime is not an option to study the charge carrier transport
in FET devices, because it is deduced form an inhomogeneous distribution of the charge carriers in the conductive
channel of the FET.
The charge carrier concentration n is estimated from the
charge accumulated at the semiconductor/insulator interface by increasing VG in metal–insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) capacitor:

n ¼ Ci V G

1
;
ed

ð5Þ

where e is the elementary charge, Ci is the geometric
capacitance of the device with a 35 lm channel length
and 2 mm channel width and d is the channel height.

Since the charge carrier transport is strongly dependent
on the insulator and interface/surface treatment in OFETs
[36], OFET devices were fabricated using indert divinyltetramethyldisiloxane-bis(benzocyclobutene) (BCB) as gate
dielectric on ITO/glass substrates. Transistor channel
length was 35 lm, width 2 mm and for concentration calculations we assumed the channel thickness on the interface of 10 nm (where most of the charge carriers are
accumulated) [37]. Details of device fabrication steps were
reported previously [38]. The transistor characteristics
were recorded by Agilent 2000 SMU. Low VDS (2, 4, 6, 8,
10 V) compared to high VG (60 V) was used I the experiment in order to stay in the linear regime of OFET
operation.

3. Results and discussion
In order to determine the charge transport properties of
the studied C60 ﬁlms, both CELIV and OFET measurements
were employed. In order to compare the electron and hole
mobility by CELIV, thick fullerene ﬁlms were illuminated
either through semitransparent Al or ITO electrode keeping
the same applied voltage polarity [39]. Therefore, either
electron (ITO illuminated with negative bias) or hole (Al
illuminated with positive bias) transport can be measured
in the ﬁlm where the light absorption proﬁle is much smaller than ﬁlm thickness (surface photogeneration).
Fig. 3a shows CELIV transients for electron and hole
transport. The extraction current is seen only for electron
transport, whereas for hole transport the CELIV transients
is indistinguishable with the dark response concluding that
the electron mobility is much higher (>100 times) compared to hole mobility. Laser signal is well seen before
the extraction pulse showing that the electrons and holes
are photogenerated at the aluminum interface.
The current response for electron transport resembles a
typical CELIV transient. The capacitive (displacement)
charging current for dark transients is slightly increasing
with time due to sum of both effects: increasing dielectric
constant and carrier injection from electrode due to nonperfectly blocking contacts. Extraction maximum is seen
only for electron transport, when negatively biased ITO
electrode is illuminated with a laser.
The OFET transfer curve, shown in Fig. 3b, shows no signiﬁcant hole injection into the channel when negative voltage is applied to the gate. Strong electron current is
observed under positive gate bias. Therefore, both CELIV
and OFET experiments conﬁrm that electron mobility is
much higher than hole in fullerene ﬁlms. Further charge
carrier transport studies in this work are shown for electron mobility.
Carrier mobility measurements as a function of carrier
concentration at various temperatures is shown Fig. 4. In
CELIV experiment (a) and (b) the transients were recorded
at different tdel. The triangle voltage slope A was ﬁxed, but
the delay time between the laser and voltage pulse tdel was
varied which changed carrier concentration. In OFET
experiment (c) and (d) the transfer curves at different gate
voltages are shown.
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Fig. 3. CELIV transients (a) and OFET transfer curve (b) showing that the electron mobility is at least 100 times larger than hole mobility in C60.
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Fig. 4. CELIV current transients at various delay times tdel in (a) and (b) shown together with OFET transfer curves in (c) and (d) both at 300 K and 240 K,
respectively. From CELIV transient time and concentration dependent carrier mobility as well as carrier density relaxation is measured. OFET curves (shown
as thick points) are used to measure carrier concentration dependent electron mobility at different gate voltages.

CELIV transients are similar to the ones observed before
only showing more dispersive extraction at lower temperatures. Stronger shift in extraction maximum, which is related to carrier mobility, can be seen at lower
temperatures, directly showing that stronger concentration dependent carrier mobility at low temperatures.
Charge carrier mobility dependence on time is calculated
using Eq. (3) and plotted in Fig. 5a. Because the carrier

extraction is not instantaneous and tmax is comparable delay time tdel, both times have to be taken into account.
Therefore, the sum of tdel and tmax is plotted in Fig. 5 [40].
The charge carrier mobility decreases as a function of
time due to the relaxation phenomena of photogenerated
charge carriers (thermalization) within the density-ofstates to deeper states (time-dependent mobility) as well
as due to the charge carrier recombination during the de-
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lay time tdel (concentration-dependent mobility) [40]. In
the studied ﬁlms charge transport is weakly dispersive
especially at room temperatures, therefore only weak carrier mobility dependence on time is seen. Therefore, measured mobility dependence is attributed to carrier
concentration.
By integrating the extraction photocurrent (dark current subtracted) of the CELIV transient over time, we estimate the amount of extracted charge which is proportional
to charge carrier concentration in the ﬁlm. Time-resolved
decay of charge carrier concentration is measured and
plotted in Fig. 5b. Charge carrier concentration is similar
at all temperatures showing that appropriate experimental
conditions were chosen to extract all photogenerated
charge carriers which allow carrier concentration to be
estimated from the photocurrent transients. In order to
present the carrier mobility as a function of concentration,
Fig. 5a and b are used to eliminate the time scale and plot
carrier mobility at different concentrations. Carrier mobility values from OFET are estimated from Fig. 4 using Eq. (4)
and plotted together with CELIV values comparatively in
Fig. 6. Since the extraction maximum position changes
with carrier concentration, so does the electric ﬁeld at
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Fig. 6. Concentration dependent electron mobility in C60 ﬁlms measured
from CELIV and OFET. Electric ﬁeld in CELIV experiment changes in the
range from 3000 to 1500 V/cm, where in OFETs it is 500 V/cm.

which carrier mobility is estimated. Therefore, non-constant electric ﬁeld is present during CELIV measurements,
but the change is insigniﬁcant (from 3000 to 1500 V/cm),
whereas in OFET experiment the electric ﬁeld is constant
(500 V/cm).
Much lower charge carrier mobility values and stronger
concentration dependence is seen in the bulk of the ﬁlm
from CELIV where carrier concentration is signiﬁcantly
lower. Weak dependence of carrier mobility on concentration observed in OFETs is attributed to the trap ﬁlling effect
at high carrier concentrations which increases the effective
transport energy in the DOS to higher values. This allows
for carriers to reach higher energies where the mobility
is larger and less dependent of concentration due to higher
density of available states [41].
Arrhenius plots from both CELIV and OFET experiments
are evaluated from the concentration dependent carrier
mobility measurements. Fig. 7a and b shows the Arrhenius-type of charge carrier mobility replotted from the
Fig. 6 as a function of temperature at different carrier concentrations from both CELIV and OFET experiments,
respectively.
In both experiments carrier mobility follows Arrhenius
type of dependence in contrast to typically observed nonArrhenius dependence in p-conjugated polymers and
molecularly doped polymer in which Bässler’s model is
used to describe the charge transport.[32,41] A common
intersection point of extrapolated data lines allows the
Meyer–Neldel parameters to be estimated. The charge carrier mobility becomes temperature and concentration
independent at the isokinetic intersection point. MNR temperature obtained from CELIV is TMN = 406 K and from
OFET TMN = 408 K which in both cases corresponds approximately to EMN = 35 meV. Since the MNR energy EMN is directly correlated with the level of disorder in the ﬁlm
quality and properties of DOS in which charge transport
occurs [24,42,43], similar MNR energies obtained from CELIV and OFET suggest that charge carriers experience energetically similar landscape for charge transport in the bulk
of the ﬁlm and at the interface in studied devices. The absence of dipoles at the interface of fullerene and BCB forms
the interface beneﬁcial for charge transport which allows
to reach high carrier mobility values. The MNR mobility
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prefactors (Eq. (2)) are lMN = 0.4 cm2 V1 s1 from CELIV
and lMN = 4 cm2 V1 s1 from OFET. Obtained values are
in good agreement with the results obtained in similar
C60 devices in the past [10,24,42,43].
From Arrhenius plots the activation energies for electron transport are estimated from both CELIV and OFET
measurements and plotted as a function of carrier concentration in Fig. 8a. Electric ﬁeld at which concentration
dependent carrier mobility was measured is different in
both experiments. High voltage was used in CELIV to ensure the lowest error, whereas to satisfy linear regime conditions in OFET measurements, the smallest source-drain
voltage was used. Despite a slight mismatch observed in
Fig. 8a, the correct trend of activation energy is seen. At
lower carrier concentrations larger activation energy is required for transport in disordered media.
We have estimated and plotted in Fig. 8b the mobility
prefactor l0 as a function of activation energy using Eq.
(1). Similar slopes show well matching MNR energies EMN
in both the bulk on the ﬁlm and at the interface. The mobility prefactor l0 is order of magnitude higher in the OFET
compared to transport in the bulk measured from CELIV,
which well agrees with the difference in Meyer–Neldel
mobility prefactor lMN as well as with difference in activation energies EA.

A mismatch in lMN, l0 and EA in diodes and OFETs can
be caused by the nature of non-equilibrium measurements
in CELIV compared to steady-state OFET measurements.
Excess amount of energy available for photogenerated
charge carriers might reduce the activation energy and
be the reason for the observed mismatch. Further studies
of concentration dependent activation energy at different
electric ﬁelds is required in order to see the effect of electric ﬁeld.
4. Conclusions
Carrier density and temperature dependent mobility is
experimentally measured and compared in the bulk of
the fullerene ﬁlms and at the interface with insulator.
Non-equilibrium mobility of photogenerated charge carriers measured using charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) technique as well as steady state
mobility measured in organic ﬁeld-effect transistors
(OFET) is compared. Much higher electron mobilities
(>100 times) as compared to hole mobilities are observed.
Carrier concentration dependent electron mobility in both
types of devices shows lower mobility values and stronger
concentration dependence in diodes. Larger activation
energy for electron transport is required at lower carrier
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concentrations. Arrhenius plots of temperature dependence of mobility at various concentrations demonstrate
the presence of Meyer–Neldel rule (MNR). It is shown that
MNR energy is the same in the bulk of the semiconductor
and at the interface, suggesting similar levels of energetical
disorder. Observed differences in charge transport in
diodes and OFETs is proposed to be due to either different
carrier concentrations or due to the nature of non-equilibrium charge carrier transport in CELIV compared to steadystate OFET measurements.
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